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Abstract​— This paper proposes the use of an optimization         
algorithm, namely PSO to decide the initial centroids in         
K-means, to eventually get better accuracy. The vecorized        
notation of the optimal centroids can be thought of as entities           
in an optimization space, where the accuracy of K-means over          
a random subset of the data could act as a fitness measure. The             
resultant optimal vector can be used as the initial centroids for           
K-means.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Unsupervised learning has always been a promising field        
of study, mainly because of the versatility of its applications.          
Cases where the class label is not available are often          
encountered in day to day life. Over the years, unsupervised          
learning has come to what we know today. K-means is one           
of the simplest yet very powerful algorithm in all of machine           
learning. From it’s humble origins to the more advanced         
versions like K-means++, it has always had a special place          
in data science. Almost all these advancements were        
intended to better the performance of the algorithm by         
making intelligent choices while initializing the centroids.  
An optimal initialization can almost all the time guarantee         
faster convergence and better accuracy over most datasets        
with localized data points. This paper puts forth the use of           
PSO optimization algorithm as an approach to choose the         
ideal centroids. 
A.  K-means Clustering : Overview 
Being the simplest, yet powerful clustering algorithm,       
Kmeans still holds its crown as the go to choice for most            
clustering problems. The underlying principle of K-means is        
to iteratively spawn clusters of data points according to their          
Euclidean distance from the current centroids. Once clusters        
are formed, new centroids are chosen by taking the average          
of all the points in a cluster.  
This is repeated until the centroids converge to an optimal          
location.This can also be thought of as optimizing an         
‘Objective function’ that best clusters the points in the data          
space. 
 
 
 
B.  Particle Swarm Optimization: Overview 
 
particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an optimization       
algorithm that computationally optimizes a given Loss       
surface by iteratively trying to improve a candidate solution         
with regard to a given measure of quality. It solves a           
problem by having a population of candidate solutions, here         
dubbed particles, and moving these particles around in the         
search-space according to simple mathematical formulae      
over the particle's position and velocity.  
How each particle moves is influenced by its local best          
known position, but is also guided toward the best known          
positions in the search-space, which are updated as better         
positions are found by other particles. This is expected to          
move the swarm toward the best solutions. This approach of          
not only rushing towards the supposed Global minima, but         
also giving weightage to the local neighbourhood of each         
and every particle, greatly improves the Exploration without        
compromising on Exploitation.  
II. METHODOLOGY 
Consider this, what if you choose the centroids that are          
pretty close to where the actual cluster centroids should be?          
Wouldn’t it be great if we could achieve this ? This is            
exactly what this paper tries to achieve. There have been          
several successful attempts to try to achieve this, like         
K-means++, etc. Having seen the advantages of the PSO         
optimization algorithm, it is well worth it to give it a try.            
Swarm optimization techniques require particles scattered      
across a loss surface. These particles are in not the data           
points involved, something entirely different. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
K-means clustering inherently means that we intend to        
create k clusters, and hence k centroids need to be          
initialized. Considering our data to be N dimensional, we         
could stack these centroids horizontally as follows: - 
 
<x1,y1,z1,...,x2,y2,z2,..................xn,yn,zn> 
 
This vectorized notation can further be used to create         
particles for PSO. Here, the x1,x2,....xn represent the X         
coordinates of the centroids, y1,y2,...yn denote the       
respective Y coordinates, and so on…As for the objective         
function, we can simply use the root of the average distances           
of all the points from these centroids. For faster         
computation, we can also do random sampling on the data to           
get a smaller subset to calculate this metric. If you have the            
resources, you could also use multiprocessing or threading        
techniques to scale up over clusters or powerful data         
clusters. For the following illustrations, I’ve used the        
Google Colab platform and it’s free GPU acceleration for         
my computational needs. 
 
 
 
The above diagram illustrates the overall idea. Once the         
value for ‘k’ is provided, several sample particles are         
randomly initialized. These particles then form the swarm        
that would be further used for optimization. 
 
 
The fitness function of these particles are the loss values          
given by the following formula.  
 
 
Here, xc and x are the respective dimensional coordinates of          
the centroids and the data points respectively. The following         
section illustrates some snapshots of the implementation for        
the same. 
 
III. EXPERIMENTS 
Here are some snapshots illustrating our implementation       
of the proposed techniques. For the purpose of this paper, I           
have used the famous Iris dataset, since it is very globular in            
nature, thus suitable for K-means. 
I imported the dataset from the publicly available        
Scikit-learn library. This would ensure uniform and standard        
results.  
 
Here is a normal implementation of K-means, with        
randomly initialized centroids, taken straight from      
scikit-learn. ​It took 24 iterations for it to converge.  
I understand that the code might not be visible, but the code            
is hosted publicly on Github. Feel free to experiment with          
the code. Any contributions and suggestions are welcome. 
 
 Since I could not use the Sklearn implementation to work          
with PSO, I implemented the vanilla K-means from scratch         
using Python. I also implemented PSO, partly inspired by         
YeswantKeswani’s Genetic K-means implementation on     
Github. He follows a similar approach, but instead of PSO,          
he used Genetic Algorithm for the optimization task. 
I’ve hosted the code on my github account , ashupednekar.          
Here are the results of the PSO optimized K-means. Note: I           
took 4 as my testing value for ‘k’. 
 
This took just five iterations for the clustering to converge          
with similar loss metrics. I’ve plotted both the cluster         
formations for reference. 
IV. RESULTS 
The following plot shows the clusters formed by the normal          
K-means implementation. 
 
Now let’s see what the PSO optimized K-means could         
achieve. It is important to note that this result was obtained           
in just five iterations, unlike the former implementation that         
took 24 iterations. Here’s the resultant plot. 
 
So it can be clearly seen that this approach shows great           
promise as it obtained acceptable results in around ​six times          
less number of iterations. 
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